Always looking ahead

Mid-term Updates 2019
Some Updates and Reminders

- Continue implementing APR
  - Tackle individual issues
    - Teaching - At least 5 different initiatives moving forward—BSE/CE, Spatial/Remote Sensing, Law School, Distance, Recruiting, Water Science, and etc.
    - IANR Silos - JPC Job
      - Zoo faculty met
      - Discussions of remote sensing/spatial cluster hire in IANR (joint positions)
  - Integration of Centers - Work in Progress
    - IANR is moving toward much more cohesive branding
    - JPC meeting with IANR web team in next few months to discuss implementation

- FYI
  - Federal shutdown
  - Impacts those with federal money
  - But more importantly we have federal employees based in SNR
    - NCFWRU
    - Great Plains CESU
Updates and Reminders

▶ FYI

▶ IANR Communities

▶ 6 IANR Communities - you should participate in at least one
▶ JPC is leader of Healthy Agriculture and Natural Resources
▶ You will be getting an invitation from IANR to participate in all day meeting on 11 January—I would like you to attend one or more sessions
▶ Purpose of meeting is update to Chancellor on the status of communities within IANR framework
▶ We need to be engaged in order to benefit from the community structure

▶ SNR staffing

▶ Requesting clerical staff from IANR
▶ Support of teaching and student mission
  ▶ Student Services
  ▶ Teaching Coordinator
Short Term 2018-2019

- Vision, Mission, Branding, Marketing, Culture
  - Future of SNR in general
  - Land Grant Mission
  - Shawna to lead our internal action this year

- Teaching Program
  - Day long retreat for teaching faculty and staff
  - Integration and Identity
  - Making our program work better for our students and ourselves

- SNR Extension
  - Half day retreat
  - What is our mission?
  - Can we integrate with Nebraska Extension?
  - Would like to initiate this in Spring 2019
Have a Great Semester!!!!!!